Neglect of these simple rules causes much trouble.
Communications should be forwarded as early in the month as possible, else delay must inevitably occur in their publication.
Business letters to be forwarded to the Publishers; and. all That this journal is supplying a want, in providing a periodical appearing at short intervals, will be patent to every one turning over the previous numbers. Much of interest has in our pages found a permanent record, which would otherwise have been allowed to remain in oblivion ; many cases of importance have through these sheets served to be instructive to the many, instead of going only to increase the experience of the few.
As a record of medical practice and medical opinion in India, it cannot fail to have attained, in some measure, the object which we originally proposed ;?a motive the sacred object of which is ttie good of suffering humanity, the discovery of truth, and the ennobling by every possible means of the Medical Profession in India.
At the outstart we were warned of obstacles to be encountered?of difficulties to be overcome. When we began, therefore, we were to a certain extent prepared to find the task we had undertaken was not altogether an easy one.
We do not regret now that we have devoted ourselves to this work. We have no wish to dwell on the hindrances to an easy performance of our duties ; but they have been by no means light ones. We accept the responsibilities, as we consider the high object to be attained worthy of every effort.
We thank our contributors, and those who in various ways have assisted us in carrying the journal through the last year ; and trust they will continue to aid us as well for the future.
Our intentions may be very perfect, but unless our endeavours are seconded by the majority of our brethren in India, the results will fall far short of those for which we had wished. 
